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Abstract: Recruited and dispatched by the imperial authority, “wolf solders” of the Zhuang nationality in Guangxi 

in the Ming dynasty went into the Jiangzhe region hundreds of miles away to resist Japanese invaders, and compre-

hensively communicated with the Wushu, military and medical circles in the Central Plan region. This far away 

country saving action of Madam WA and wolf solders added something colorful to folk Wushu in the Ming dynasty, 

enabled Madam WA’s twin blade skill to be known by the Wushu circle in the Central Plain region, enriched the 

Wushu system in the Ming dynasty, and boosted the communication and fusion between Wushu culture of the 

Zhuang nationality and Wushu culture in the Central Plain region; Madam WA and her wolf solders left a unique 

wound healing medicine of the Zhuang nationality to the people in the Jiangzhe region, and a precious treasure to 

medical culture of China; No matter in terms of establishing the “Mandarin Duck Array” and training solders, or in 

terms of his military ideology, QI Ji-guang had learnt a lot of valuable things from wolf solders and “CEN’s Art of 

War” by Madam WA; they had the same thinking manner. 
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